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ABSTRACT
We present extensive observations of the radio emission from the rem-
nant of SN 1987A made with the Australia Telesope Compat Array
(ATCA), sine the rst detetion of the remnant in 1990. The radio emis-
sion has evolved in time providing unique information on the interation
of the supernova shok with the irumstellar medium. We partiularly
fous on the monitoring observations at 1.4, 2.4, 4.8 and 8.6 GHz, whih
have been made at intervals of 4  6 weeks. The ux density data show
that the remnant brightness is now inreasing exponentially, while the
radio spetrum is attening. The urrent spetral index value of −0.68
represents an 18 ± 3% inrease over the last 8 years. The exponential
trend in the ux is also found in the ATCA imaging observations at
9 GHz, whih have been made sine 1992, approximately twie a year, as
well as in the 843 MHz data set from the Molonglo Observatory Synthesis
Telesope from 1987 to Marh 2007. Comparisons with data at dierent
wavelengths (X-ray, Hα) are made. The rih data set that has been as-
sembled in the last 22 years forms a basis for a better understanding of
the evolution of the supernova remnant.
Subjet headings: irumstellar matter  radio ontinuum supernovae:
individual (SN 1987A)  supernova remnants.
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1. Introdution
Supernova (SN) 1987A in the Large Magellani Cloud, as the rst naked-eye super-
nova to our sine the invention of the telesope, has beome one of the most studied
objets outside the solar system. Immediately after its disovery was announed on
23 February 1987, most telesopes in the southern hemisphere started observing its
evolution. In addition to eletromagneti radiation, a burst of neutrinos was de-
teted from the SN. The 25 neutrinos simultaneously deteted by KamiokaNDE II in
Japan, the Irvine-Mihigan-Brookhaven detetor in Ohio and the Baksan Neutrino
Observatory in Russia, were more than enough to onrm the theoretial preditions
made for the ore ollapse of a massive star (Arnett et al., 1989). The detetion
of neutrinos allowed astronomers to view the ollapse of the progenitor: Sanduleak
(Sk) −69◦ 202. Reords of Sk −69◦ 202 indiated that it had a mass lose to 20 M⊙
and, for 90 per ent of its life, was a blue star (Panagia, 2000). In the last million
years of its life time, the star turned into a red supergiant and, following an evolution
whih is still somewhat unertain, about 20,000 years before the explosion returned
towards the blue (Woosley & Ensman 1988; Crotts & Heathote 2000).
SN 1987A has enabled the observation of a peuliar lass of Type II events at lose
proximity. Its irumstellar struture was revealed in its intrinsi beauty by the
Hubble Spae Telesope. Observations showed a triple-ringed struture surrounding
and illuminated by the SN (e.g. Burrows et al. 1995). The two outer rings appear to
be the aps of an hour-glass shaped struture enveloping the SN itself. The inner ring,
also referred to as the equatorial ring, is believed to represent an equatorial density
enhanement in the irumstellar medium (CSM), loated at the interfae between a
dense wind emitted from an earlier red-giant phase of the progenitor star and a faster
wind emitted by this star in more reent times (Crotts, Kunkel & Heathote 1995,
Plait et al. 1995). The equatorial ring is the remnant of the stellar mass loss of the
progenitor star. It is still under debate why the CSM remnant beame onentrated
into a ring rather than distributed spherially. To explain the ring onstrution,
some reent theories surmise that the progenitor of SN 1987A was atually a merger
(e.g. Morris & Podsiadlowski 2007).
An initial radio outburst from SN 1987A peaked on day 4 and then deayed rapidly
(Turtle et al. 1987). The radio ux of SN 1987A was found to rise again from noise
in mid-1990, around 1200 days after the explosion, by the Molonglo Observatory
Synthesis Telesope (MOST) (Turtle et al. 1990) and then by the Australia Telesope
Compat Array (ATCA) (Staveley-Smith et al. 1992), signifying the birth of a radio
remnant. Sine the remnant detetion, the radio emission of SN 1987A has shown
a steady inrease, surpassing the radio brightness of the initial prompt emission
phase (Manhester et al. 2002, and referenes therein). The emission is generally
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thought to be synhrotron emission from eletrons aelerated by expanding shok
waves assoiated with the supernova explosion (Ball & Kirk 1992). Aounting for
unertainties in both radio and optial measurements, Ng et al. (2008) suggested that
the radio emission ould have reahed the optial inner ring around day 6000-6500.
This would justify the inrease in the radio luminosity as well as math preditions
made by Chevalier & Dwarkadas (1995), Gaensler et al. (1997) and Manhester
et al. (2002). Contemporaneously, inrease in emission has been observed in X-
ray wavelengths, rstly by the late Roentgen Satellite (ROSAT) whih deteted a
slow but steady inrease in ux over the early years (Gorenstein, Hughes & Tuker
1994; Hasinger et al. 1996). From day ∼4600, subsequent observations with the
Chandra X-ray Observatory have shown that the brightening in soft X-rays has been
haraterised by an exponential trend, with a rst upturn between days 3500-4000
(Burrows et al. 2000), and a seond one between days 6000-6500, emphasizing the
time when the blast wave presumably made ontat with the dense protrusions of
the CSM (Park et al. 2005).
In more reent years, the SN ejeta themselves have beome more diult to
observe in the optial, due to their faintness and the inreasing brightness of the
equatorial ring. The ring appears to have evolved into a lumpier struture, that
now resembles a pearl neklae, with small regions of enhaned Hα emission, or hot
spots (Lawrene et al. 2000), appearing just inside the equatorial ring. Sine year
2000, analysis of the super-resolved ATCA images at 9 GHz (resolution ∼ 0.5′′) have
been showing a limb-brightened shell morphology. At this frequeny, aording to
reent analysis of the shell struture, the eastern lobe is, onsistently at all epohs, ∼
40% brighter than its western ounterpart (Ng et al. 2008). In ATCA observations
at 36 GHz made on days 7897-7902, the measured ux density ratio between the
two lobes is similarly ∼ 1.3 (Potter et al. 2009). Based on 9 GHz images, it also
may be that the eastern lobe is loated farther from the SN site than the western
one, suggesting an asymmetry in the initial expansion of the SN ejeta (Gaensler
et al. 2007). These features of the remnant struture an be seen in reent multi-
wavelength images (see Fig. 9 in Potter et al. 2009). The urrent remnant size, as
obtained from data at 36 GHz, is 1′′.70± 0′′.12 (Potter et al. 2009).
This paper presents the ATCA database of radio observations after 22 years of
observations of SN 1987A, speially at 1.4, 2.4, 4.8 and 8.6 GHz, as reorded
from mid-1990 to February 2009. In  2 we rst desribe the proedure for imaging
the ATCA data. In partiular, we disuss improvements to the derivation of the
ux densities at the higher frequenies. In  3 we present ATCA ux densities in
onjuntion with those measured by MOST (Ball et al. 2001), and we present the
related spetral indies. In  4, we disuss the urrent situation of the radio remnant.
We ompare the results in the radio to observations in the X-ray, Hα and infrared
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(IR) wavelengths. We analyse the evolution of the SN and its environment in light
of past preditions and existing models of SN 1987A. Previously published ATCA
data at 1.4, 2.4, 4.8 and 8.6 GHz until 2001 February 2 (Manhester et al. 2002),
and the new data are, for onveniene, listed in their entirety in this paper.
2. Observations
2.1. ATCA ampaign
Two types of observations have been made of SN 1987A using the ATCA: mon-
itoring and imaging. Sine its detetion on Day 1200, the developing remnant has
been monitored with various array ongurations at 1.4, 2.4, 4.8 and 8.6 GHz. The
monitoring observations have been made regularly every 1  2 months (Manhester
et al. 2002; Staveley-Smith et al. 2007).
By Day 1786, the remnant beame suiently bright to be imaged at a wavelength
of 3 m (Staveley-Smith et al., 1993), giving the opportunity to study its expansion
(Gaensler et al. 1997). Sine then, the soure has been observed every six months
with 6 km array ongurations at 9 GHz with longer integration times (∼12hr)
(Gaensler et al. 2007; Ng et al. 2008). As a terminology note, even though these
full-synthesis observations of the soure have been performed simultaneously at two
frequenies in the range 8.1 to 9.1 GHz, the ux densities derived from the images
are denoted herein, both in the following text and gures, as derived from 9 GHz
observations.
2.2. Monitoring
Flux density monitoring observations of the SN remnant are made simultaneously
at two pairs of frequenies, either 1380 and 2496 MHz (2368 MHz before mid-1997)
or 4790 and 8640 MHz. A 128 MHz bandwidth is used at all frequenies. The two
frequeny pairs are observed alternately, with 3 min on phase alibrators before and
after pointing at the soure for 20 min time intervals. The duration of the observation
has been varied over the years, depending on the brightness of the soure and, for the
last three years, has been ∼6 hrs per epoh. Observations are entred approximately
10′′ south of the SN 1987A position [RA 05h 35m 28.s03, De −69◦ 16′ 11.′′79 (J2000)℄
(Reynolds et al. 1995). The primary alibrator, used to set the ux-density sale, is
PKS B1934-638. PKS B1934-638 is assumed to have ux densities of 14.95, 11.14,
5.83 and 2.84 Jy at 1.4, 2.4, 4.8 and 8.6 GHz, respetively. The phase alibrators
are PKS B0530727, PKS B0407658 and (at 4790/8640 MHz) PKS B0454-810. In
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onditions of poor phase stability, at the higher frequenies, PKS B0454-810 is used
as an alternative to PKS B0530727.
2.3. Data redution
The ATCA measures omplex fringe visibilities in the u− v plane (Frater, Brooks
& Whiteoak 1992). Data are redued in miriad
1
. Visibility data are edited and
alibrated in both phase and amplitude. Images are formed using baselines longer
than 3kλ, sine shorter baselines are often ontaminated by emission from strong
soures outside the primary beam (primarily 30 Doradus).
It is known that self-alibration (Pearson & Readhead 1984; Cornwell & Fomalont
1989), applied to strong (ux peak S > 100 mJy/beam) and ompat (area overed
by soure < 15 times the area of the synthesised beam) soures, often improves the
image without the need for further editing (Burgess & Hunstead 1995). To improve
the quality of the SN 1987A images at 4.8 and 8.6 GHz and, thus, to redue the
error in deriving the ux density, the self-alibration proedure selfal has been
inorporated in the redution proess. The self-alibration solution interval was set to
5 minutes. The preliminary lean model is onstruted by using a small number of
iterations, whilst a deeper leaning was performed after phase self-alibration.
Self-alibration has been applied to all SN 1987A datasets reorded from 2007,
when the soure's ux density reahed 80 mJy at 8.6 GHz. As a result of the pro-
ess, the self-alibrated images are of improved quality and are often haraterized by
a ux density higher than those normally alibrated. Given the remarkably good im-
ages produed from even unpromising data, older datasets have been retrospetively
re-proessed with the inorporation of self-alibration, whenever the appliation of
suh proedure has resulted in an improved image. We note that self-alibration has
enhaned the ATCA images derived from datasets dated bak to Day 5729. Light
urves for normal and self-alibrated data are ompared in Figure 1, while one ex-
ample of the dierenes between the normal and self-alibrated images is given in
Figure 2.
As regards observations at 1.4 and 2.4 GHz, images bak to Day 5729 have been
leaned more deeply than previous observations.
1
http://www.atnf.siro.au/omputing/software/miriad/
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3. Results
3.1. Flux densities
Monitoring data for SN 1987A at 1.4, 2.4, 4.8 and 8.6 GHz are listed in Table 1
and shown in Figures 3 and 4. Two unertainties are assoiated with eah measure-
ment: a random error, representative of the noise in the image and the unertainty
in the tting proess, and a systemati error estimated by examining the satter
in the ux density of a nearby (∼4') unresolved soure J05366919 (Gaensler et al.
1997). Exept at 8.6 GHz, the systemati errors are estimated from the satter in
the measured ux densities of J0536-6918 sine day 4000. As indiated by Manh-
ester et al. (2002), at 8.6 GHz, J0536-6918 is outside the half-power radius of the
primary beam, and systemati errors are taken to be 1.25 times the systemati errors
measured at the 4.8 GHz. At the lower frequenies and at later times, the errors in
the ux density estimations are dominated by the systemati errors.
The ux density was measured by integrating a Gaussian t to the emission region
at 1.4 and 2.4 GHz, while at 4.8 and 8.6 GHz the ux density was integrated over
a polygonal region around the soure without tting. In Figures 3 and 4, ATCA
ux densities derived from monitoring observations at 1.4, 2.4, 4.8, 8.6 and imaging
observations at 9 GHz are plotted in the same graph with MOST data
2
at 843 MHz
(Ball et al. 2001). The ux densities from the ATCA monitoring data at 8.6 GHz
and the imaging observations at 9 GHz are in very lose agreement, onrming the
auray of the model-tting tehnique used to analyse the latter.
The plots, both in linear and logarithmi sales, show that there is a systemati
trend in the ux inrease at all frequenies. In partiular, from day ∼3000, all ATCA
observations appear to onsistently follow an exponential trend. In Figure 4, the ux
at eah frequeny is tted to an exponential model. The t parameters related to
exponential ts from Day 5000 are reported in Table 2. As regards MOST data,
even though the related observations are not as regular as the ATCA ones, there is
evidene of a steady inrease that an also be tted by an exponential urve from
day ∼3000 onwards. MOST tting parameters from Day 5000 are also listed in
Table 2. By looking at the overall development of the data at all frequenies, it
has to be highlighted that the resulting best ts signiantly depart from both the
simple linear t proposed by Ball et al. (2001) and the quadrati trend proposed by
Manhester et al. (2002), for ux densities measured up to day ∼5000. However, it
is noted that both Ball et al. (2001) and Manhester et al. (2002) tted the data
2
http://www.physis.usyd.edu.au/ioa/wiki/index.php/Main/SN1987A
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within the limited time interval between Day 3000 and 5000, while the exponential
urve appears to losely math the data only after day ∼4000.
To further quantify the ux density inrease, the inrease fator per year has been
alulated sine the disovery of the remnant, i.e. from day ∼1200. The inrease
rate per year of the ux density, S, is alulated as (S(t + τ) − S(t))/S(t), with τ
approximately equal to 365 days. Loal interpolation of the ux density values was
performed when the observation dates did not math the yearly time intervals. The
error on the rate values was derived from the errors aeting the two ux density
values onsidered at the beginning and at the end of the yearly intervals. A graphial
representation of the derived rates of ux density inrease per year is shown in Figure
5. It emerges that the ux density at the higher frequenies has undergone, in
general, a higher inrease rate. This is orroborated by the derease of e-folding
time, ∆, at higher frequenies (Table 2). As regards the inrease rates in reent
years, at ∼day 7070, i.e. Year 20 sine the supernova explosion, the perent inrease
of ux density at 1.4, 2.4, 4.8 and 8.6 GHz has been of 16±4%,17±4%, 14±5% and
18±6%, respetively. While in Year 21, the ux density inrease rates, given in the
aforementioned frequeny order, are 13±3%,17±4%, 12±5% and 16±6%. In Year 22,
sine the latest observations were made in 2009 February 1, and the yearly intervals
run from June, the rates of inrease were alulated over a time frame that is ∼40%
shorter than a year. However, it is worth noting that the resultant inrease rates
have a slightly smaller mean value of 11±4%.
3.2. Spetral indies
In Figure 6, values of the spetral index α, where the ux density S = να and ν is
the frequeny, found by linear regression, are presented with yearly regularity sine
the disovery of the remnant. In this gure, from Day 1517 to Day 7084 the spetral
index is alulated over ve frequenies, i.e. MOST frequeny at 843 MHz and the
ATCA frequenies at 1.4, 2.4, 4.8 and 8.6 GHz, while afterwards it is alulated over
ATCA frequenies only. Quoted errors are 1σ. It should be noted that there are some
minor dierenes between the spetral index obtained by tting ux densities from
observations between 843 MHz and 8.6 GHz m (α1) and from the four ATCA-only
observations between 1.4 and 8.6 GHz (α2). These dierenes, alulated at yearly-
spaed epohs, are highlighted in Table 3. The maximum deviation, ∆α, between the
entral values of the resultant α1 and α2 at a given epoh, is 0.057, while the average
deviation is 0.025. This orresponds to an average perent dierene, entred on α2,
around 3%. However, sine MOST data are available to Day 7321, while ATCA data
are available to Day 8014, all spetral index values reported in Figures 78, i.e. from
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the disovery of the remnant to date, for onsisteny, were derived from ATCA-only
frequenies.
Figure 7 shows that the spetral index has been more or less attening sine day
∼2500, and this trend an be emphasized by a linear t in the form of α(t) =
α0 + β0 × (t− t0)/∆, where t is expressed in days (d), t0 = 5000 d and ∆ = 365 d,
α0 = −0.825 ± 0.005 and β0 = 0.018± 0.001. The omparison of the linearly tted
spetral index α′ orresponding to Day 5000, i.e. α′
5000d = −0.826± 0.019, with that
orresponding to Day 8000, i.e. α′
8000d = −0.673± 0.012, leads to a 18± 3% inrease
of the spetral index over the last 8 years. For ompleteness, in Figure 8, the spetral
indies obtained from ratios of both the higher frequenies (4.8 and 8.6 GHz) to the
lower frequenies (1.4 and 2.4 GHz), are plotted in the same graph as the α2 values.
While spetral indies derived from the ratio of lose frequenies, e.g. 2.4 and 4.8
GHz, exhibit a wider satter, all ratios appear to have progressively attened sine
days ∼25003000.
4. Disussion
4.1. SN-CSM interation
The radio ux density of the remnant as a funtion of time and frequeny is a
guide to the onditions at the shok front. More speially, while the analysis
of the emission at dierent frequenies provides details of the partile aeleration
mehanism that is assoiated with the shok propagation, the evolution of the ux
density in time provides insight into the properties of the material into whih the
shok is expanding.
The observed steady inrease of the radio emission over time is rather unusual for
a SN twenty years after the explosion (Panagia 2000). Suh inrease is normally
only seen in the very early optial thik phase of radio supernovae (Weiler et al.
2002). The fat that the radio emission has been observed to rise at an exponential
rate indiates that the propagating blast wave, and the inreasing shok volume
assoiated with that, is interating with an inreasingly dense region of the CSM,
likely to be assoiated with the equatorial ring.
In the frequeny domain, as shown by the radio spetra, the emission appears to
have a non-thermal power-law form, whih is the signature of the synhrotron pro-
ess. This is usually attributed to partile aeleration from the rst-order Fermi
mehanism, a proess in whih partiles satter between the upstream and down-
stream regions of the forward shok to gain energy (for review see Jones & Ellison
1991). The spetrum of the aelerated partiles an be expressed as a funtion of
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the eletron spetral index, γ, through the relationship N(p) ∝ p−γ, where N is
the partile density, p is the partile salar momentum and γ = (σs + 2)/(σs − 1),
with σs the ompression ratio of the subshok (Jones & Ellison 1991). It should
be noted that the front of the forward wave onsists of an extended preursor and
a visous veloity disontinuity (subshok) of a loal Mah number that is smaller
than the total Mah number of the shok wave. Aording to the model developed
by Berezhko & Ksenofontov (2006), that ts SN 1987A data given in Manhester
et al. (2002), the ompression ratio of the subshok an be taken as σs ∼ σ/2, σ
being the ompression ratio of the total shok. The radio spetral index an then be
related to the eletron spetral index as α = (1− γ)/2. Taking α = −0.68± 0.01, as
the lowest value derived from SN observations in reent epohs, the resulting value of
the subshok ompression ratio is σs = 3.20± 0.04, whih is lower than the lassial
value 4, obtained from ρ2/ρ1 = (γg + 1)/(γg − 1), with γg = 5/3 the ratio of spei
heats of a monatomi or fully ionized gas, while ρ1 and ρ2 are the density of the up-
stream and downstream interstellar gas, respetively. Considering the tted spetral
indies α′
5000d and α
′
8000d, the omparison between the orresponding σs values leads
to a 14± 3% inrease of the ompression ratio over the last 8 years.
In the ase of a young supernova remnant, i.e. a steadily brightening remnant, suh
as that of SN 1987A, it is expeted that either magneti entanglement or small-sale
spatial utuations should be present (Ryutov et al. 1999). In this senario, from a
marosopi point of view, the magneti eld an be haraterized in terms of mag-
neti eld density, B, whih an be related to the ompression ratio to estimate the
magneti disontinuity assoiated with the propagating blast wave. In the partiular
senario of SN 1987A, where the forward shok has likely reahed the higher density
matter in the equatorial ring, the major eld disontinuity is likely to be loated by
the forward shok, where the pressure on the denser CSM in the ring will be muh
higher than the pressure on the CSM shoked by the reverse shok. It follows that
the ratio of the downstream to the upstream magneti eld densities an be assumed
to be B2/B1 ∝ σ (Berezhko & Ksenofontov 2006), where, in reent epohs, σ ∼ 6.4.
Then, sine the partile aeleration proess beomes eient at the disontinuity
in the magneti eld density, the majority of the synhrotron emitting eletrons is
likely to be generated along the propagating forward shok. As a diret onsequene
of the inreased ompression ratio, the density of the partiles aelerated by the
forward wave has also inreased. In partiular, onsidering the tted spetral index
values α′
5000d and α
′
8000d, the partile density has hanged from N(p) ∝ p
−2.65±0.04
to
N(p) ∝ p−2.35±0.02 in the last 8 years, thus underlying the fat that the aeleration
proess is beoming more eient. The enhaned eieny of partile aeleration
should allow the forward wave to math the energy requirements for the prodution
of osmi rays (CRs). In turn, in presene of eient CR aeleration, the magneti
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eld an grow via a non-resonant instability and beome orders of magnitude larger
than that of the typial interstellar eld (Bell 2004).
Detailed modeling of the hydrodynami eets of shok propagation, whih is be-
yond the sope of this paper, is needed to explain the exponential trend of the radio
emission. However, previous models of SN 1987A that predited to some extent the
observed evolution in the radio inlude that of Berezhko & Ksenofontov (2000, 2006),
who developed a model whih ouples the CR aeleration proess with the hydro-
dynamis of the thermal gas (rst proposed by Duy, Ball & Kirk 1995). Based on
the ux density data reported by Gaensler et al. (1997) from Day 918 to Day 3325,
Berezhko & Ksenofontov (2000) (BK00) provide theoretial preditions up to Day
4780. In Figure 9, the observations at 1.4 GHz are ompared to the BK00 model
urve. While the BK00 preditions show, up to Day 4780, a ontinuous inrease
of the radio emission, after day ∼ 3000 the inrease rate appears to be somewhat
lower than what has been observed. In Figure 9, the observations at 1.4 GHz are
also ompared to the ux densities derived from the model presented in Berezhko &
Ksenofontov (2006) (BK06) that orresponds to the upstream magneti eld B1 ∼ 3
mG and σ ∼ 3. The BK06 model is alibrated on the radio data given by Manhester
et al. (2002) for Days 1970, 3834 and 5093, and provides theoretial preditions for
Day 7300 and Day 8249. This model urve appears to have an inrease rate higher
than what observed, with predited ux density on Day 8249 around twie the value
measured on Day 8014. The model-data omparison in terms of spetral index is
shown in Figure 7. It an be seen that BK06 predit steepening of the radio spe-
trum rather than the progressive hardening observed sine day ∼ 2500. Kirk, Duy
& Gallant (1996) have shown that partial trapping of the partiles by strutures in
the magneti eld, whih results in a sub-diusive transport of partiles at the shok
front, an signiantly soften the spetrum.
Following a dierent approah, Chevalier & Dwarkadas (1995) (CD95) attribute
the SN radio emission observed sine mid 1990 to the shok interation with an Hii
region loated inside the optial ring. While the radio emission would be insigniant
before the CSM ring ollision beause of the low-density surrounding medium, the
CD95 model explains the time frame required for the turn-on of the radio emission
and for the shok wave to reah the dense ring. In partiular, CD95 derived that
the Hii region, speially modeled as a spherial shell reated by the blue super-
giant progenitor star in the swept-up red supergiant wind, would have delayed the
enounter of the blast wave with the equatorial ring to year 2005 ± 3. By then, a
drasti inrease in the radio ux was predited. This timing mathes that of the
radio emission from SN 1987A as observed to date.
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4.2. SN 1987A at other wavelengths
From theoretial expetations, the SN 1987A remnant, in its urrent stage, an be
oneived as a struture inluding the following regions: a) the unshoked ejeta in
the entre; b) the ejeta shoked by the reverse shok; ) the CSM at the inner edge
of the equatorial ring shoked by the reverse shok; d) the CSM at the outer edge of
the equatorial ring shoked by the forward shok; e) the CSM within the inner ring
radius whih, after being shoked by the forward shok, have been shoked also by
the reeted shok. The reeted shok would have appeared when the forward wave
suddenly enountered the higher density CSM in the equatorial ring. Observations at
optial/near-infrared wavelengths have helped to distinguish the emission sites a− c,
while X-ray and radio observations have aptured the dierent types of emission
oming from the shoked CSM loalized in sites c− e.
The X-ray, Hα and IR uxes ares ompared to the radio ux in Figure 10. X-ray
data from Chandra ACIS are updated to Day 7271 (Park at al. 2007). ROSAT data
(up to Day 3950) and XMM-Newton data (Days 4712, 5156 and 5918) are taken from
Haberl et al. (2006). Hα ux values are taken from Sonneborn et al., (1998), Smith
et al. (2005) and Heng et al. (2006). IR data (Days 6190 and 7137) are as reported
by Dwek et al. (2008). The radio ux is derived after integrating the ux density in
the frequeny range between 1 and 10 GHz. Given the satter of the spetral index
values obtained from observations at the four ATCA frequenies (see Figures 78),
the linear t values, α′, orresponding to eah epoh, were used to alulate the radio
ux.
As shown in Figure 10, from early epohs to days 45005000, the evolution of the
radio ux seems to be mathed by that of ROSAT X-ray data. It should be noted
that, while early ROSAT data did not learly dierentiate between soft and hard
omponents of the X-ray ux, the fat that the SN was initially deteted as a faint
soft X-ray (∼ 0.5 − 2 keV) soure has been disussed by Hasinger et al. (1996). On
the other hand, in the Chandra data, soft and hard (∼ 3−10 keV) X-ray omponents
are learly distinguished. From days 6000-6500 onwards, a similarity between the
inrease rate of the radio ux urve and that of the hard X-ray ux is evident.
Up to days 45005000, the soft X-ray light urve an be tted by a power-law
urve F (t) ∝ t2. The similarity between the inrease rates of the soft X-ray and
radio uxes, within this part of the light urves, might imply that, up to days 4500
5000, the soft X-ray and radio emission oupied the same volumes. Around days
45005000, the soft X-ray ux started to rise at an exponential rate muh steeper
than that of the radio ux, i.e. F ∝ et/∆, with t expressed in days (d) and∆ = 875±3
d. To justify suh a hange of the ux inrease rate, Park et al. (2005) suggested
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that the soft X-rays ould be produed by the deelerated forward shok entering the
dense protrusions of the equatorial ring. In fat, sine the departure from the initial
power law urve an be identied around the time when hot spots were disovered
on both sides of the ring (Lawrene 2000), suh disontinuity in the soft X-ray light
urve might ag the beginning of the interation between the shok wave and the
dense gas all around the equatorial ring. Aordingly, if the blast wave struk the
ring, at this time a reeted shok must have been generated due to impat with the
higher density matter. The reeted shok would then slow the X-ray emitting gas to
the veloity of the transmitted shok. This twie-shoked gas, haraterised by muh
greater density and higher temperature than the gas behind the blast wave, would
then be likely to have signiantly inreased soft X-ray emissivity. In suh senario,
whose plausibility has been disussed by Zhekov et al. (2009), the exponential rise
observed in the soft X-ray ux sine days 45005000 ould be the result of the
inreasing volume of the shoked gas by the expanding forward shok, as well as of
the twie-shoked gas. If this is the ase, the soft X-ray overall emission would be
now bounded by the forward and reverse shoks.
Aording to Ng et al. (2008), the radio emission overtook the optial inner ring
around days 6000-6500. Evidene that the inner ring is being swept by the shok
wave an be found in the IR data. In partiular, the IR data plotted in Figure 10
show that the IR ux has doubled from Day 6190 to Day 7137. The observation that
the ratio of the IR to the soft X-ray ux has dereased from 5 to 3 from the rst to
the seond observation epoh, suggests that the propagation of the shok has been
destroying the dust grains (Dwek et al. 2008).
As regards the hard X-ray ux, from days∼50005500 to days∼60006500, the ux
urve looks somewhat similar to that outlined by the Hα ux values at orresponding
epohs, while, after days ∼60006500, as mentioned above, the rate of the ux
inrease seems to have slowed and have beome loser to that of the radio ux.
The similarity between the trend of hard X-ray and radio uxes has been noted
before (Park et al. 2005, 2007). Park et al. (2007) also noted that, sine the
morphology of hard X-ray images are no longer distinguishable from that of soft X-
ray images, the origin of hard X-ray emission is unertain. It is known that the Hα
emission essentially omes from the inner edge of the equatorial ring, as a result of
the impat of the shok wave with the dense obstales that protrude inward from the
ring (Mihael et al. 2000, 2003). However, sine the data from Day 3743 to Day 6577
are aeted by large systemati unertainties, it is diult to disern between the
two limiting behaviours of the Hα emission, speially F (t) ∝ t and F (t) ∝ t5 (Heng
et al. 2006). Heng et al. (2006) theorised that the Hα emission onsists of two main
omponents, both related to the reverse shok: a) a fainter inner omponent, that
omes from freely-streaming hydrogen atoms in the supernova debris and originate
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within the reverse shok emission; b) a brighter omponent, that omes from the
surfae of the reverse shok. The fat that, from days ∼50005500 to days ∼6000
6500, the magnitude of the Hα and hard X-ray emissions seems to align to some
extent, ould thus indiate that the hard X-ray emission might be assoiated with
the reverse shok.
In Figure 11, the ratios of the X-ray, Hα, and IR to the radio ux are ompared
from Day 1448 to Day 7271. It an be noted that, while some measurements suer
from greater error, some features an be identied. In partiular, the ratio of the soft
X-ray to the radio ux is pratially onstant from day ∼1500 to day ∼ 4000. Then,
from day ∼4500 to day ∼7000, the ratio inreases by a fator of 6. The inrease
in ux ratio appears to have attened after day ∼6600. Park et al. (2005) noted
the fat that this an be assoiated with the drasti deeleration of the expansion
veloity of the X-ray emitting hot gas, whih was deteted around day ∼6200. This
ould orrespond to the time when the forward shok has started to deelerate, while
overtaking the denser matter within the main body of the equatorial ring (Bouhet
et al. 2006). Drasti deeleration in the remnant evolution is not onrmed by
observations in the radio (Ng et al. 2008). As regards the ratios of Hα to the radio
ux, values have been varying from a low 0.6 on Day 3743 to unity on Day 5729,
while appeared to have been dereasing afterwards. Ratios of IR to radio ux have
inreased by ∼ 30% from the rst to the seond epoh of observation.
4.3. SN 1987A and other radio supernovae
The radio emission from Type II SNe an be understood with a model (Chevalier
1982) in whih a synhrotron soure generated by the blast wave interats with
an optially thik CSM, whih beomes optially thin at larger radii. The density
pattern of the CSM is presumed to be established by the nature of the progenitor and
the mass-loss history assoiated with the progenitor wind. Long-term observations
of radio SNe essentially allow us to probe the radial dependene of the surrounding
CSM and to monitor the hanges of the CSM struture. Beause of its near proximity,
SN 1987A is a Type II-P SN that was deteted from the early stages, thus allowing
detailed srutiny of one of the most omplex CSM surrounding a SN, as well as of
the evolving interation between the blast wave and suh CSM.
There are few Type II SNe deteted from suh early stages with well-sampled light
urve (Weiler et al. 2002). SN 1993J in M81 (Weiler et al. 2007) is a Type II-
b SN that has been observed as early as one or two days after explosion. Due to
the mass-loss of the progenitor before the explosion, SN 1993J has shown a radio
evolution that is pratially opposite to that of SN 1987A. More speially, the
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radio emission of SN 1993J is haraterized by an exponential deay, with a deline
rate that is signiantly steepening, and by a onstant spetral index. Suh deay
of the radio ux, whih started to aet all observed frequenies ∼1000 days after
the SN disovery, has been interpreted in terms of a sudden derease of the CSM
density. Opposite is the ase of SN 1996r in the Cirinus Galaxy (Bauer et al.
2008), a Type II-n SN strongly interating with the CSM and observed in the radio
within days of the explosion. The progenitor of SN 1996r appeared to have hanged
evolutionary states just prior to the explosion. Thus, similar to SN 1987A, SN 1996r
is potentially faing an inrease of the remnant brightness in the future, as result of
the possible interation with a surrounding ring or a disk left from the progenitor
explosion, whih, however, has not been deteted.
As regards the small group of Type II-P SNe like SN 1987A, the more reent SN
2004dj in NGC 2403 (Stokdale et al. 2004a) and SN 2004et in NGC 6946 (Stokdale
et al. 2004b) have been losely observed in the radio sine their disovery. SN 2004dj,
deteted in the radio only a few days after the explosion, is the brightest SN sine SN
1987A and, to date, the only other Type II-P supernova whih has a well-sampled
radio light urve. However, SN 2004dj is urrently very faint in radio, as it is still
in the transition from radio supernova to supernova remnant (Beswik et al. 2005).
The emission struture of SN 2004et is an example of a Type II SN that ould provide
insight into the reasons behind the asymmetry of many SN remnants. SN 2004et is
in fat haraterized by an asymmetri shell that might be the result of anisotropies
of the CSM or asymmetry in the CSM distribution (Martí-Vidal et al. 2007).
Examples of Type II SNe with well-sampled light urves, but observed as late as
months or years after the explosion, are similarly aged Type II-L SN 1979C, observed
sine day ∼500 (Weiler et al. 1986; Montes et al. 2000), and SN 1980K, observed
sine day ∼100 (Weiler et al. 1986; Montes et al. 1998), as well as Type II-n SN
1988Z, observed sine ∼day 400 (Williams et al. 2002). Compared with SN 1987A,
these SNe have shown a surrounding medium of less omplex struture, as, by days
∼15002000 at the latest, their radio emission has delined at all frequenies.
5. Conlusions
In this study, we have presented the results of 22 years of observations at radio
wavelengths of SN 1987A. In partiular, we have disussed the evolution of the su-
pernova remnant in light of the ux density derived from monitoring observations at
1.4, 2.4, 4.8, 8.6 GHz (ATCA), imaging observations at 9 GHz (ATCA), as well as
from observations at 843 MHz (MOST).
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The fat that, at least sine day ∼5000, the radio emission has been rising at an
exponential rate, signies that SN 1987A is undergoing a transition, i.e. the blast
wave has reahed a denser region of the CSM and is interating with it. Moreover, the
exponential inrease rate of the ux density, whih an be observed at all frequenies,
is aompanied by a progressive attening of the radio spetrum. A atter radio
spetrum orresponds to a atter momentum spetrum for the partiles aelerated
by the shok front, whih, in turn, is an indiation of the inreased prodution of
non-thermal eletrons and other osmi rays. Therefore, the exponential inrease
of the radio light urve is likely to be a onsequene of the inreased eieny
of the aeleration mehanism that generates synhrotron radiation at the forward
shok.
Based on the analysis of the omposite light urves, the blast wave is likely to have
reahed the inner protrusions of the inner optial ring around days ∼45005000.
Sine then the soft X-ray ux has undergone an exponential inrease muh steeper
than that measured at other wavelengths. The inrease of the soft X-ray ux ap-
pears to be the most outstanding onsequene of the forward shok enountering the
equatorial ring. However, the radio emission has also been inreasing exponentially,
albeit at a slower e-folding rate.
At the moment, preditions on future developments of the radio remnant are still
unertain, primarily beause of the poor understanding of the CSM surrounding the
remnant, the insuient knowledge of partile aeleration mehanisms, as well as
of the evolution of the magneti eld. However, it is likely that the radio emission
will further brighten, as the interation of the shok wave with the dense CSM
progresses.
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Table 1: Flux densities measured at the four ATCA frequenies over the day range
9188014. These are alibrated relative to the primary ux alibrator, PKS B1934-
638. Day number is ounted from UT 1987 February 23.
1.4 GHz 2.4 GHz 4.8 GHz 8.6 GHz
Day Flux Density Day Flux Density Day Flux Density Day Flux Density
(mJy) (mJy) (mJy) (mJy)
- - - - 918 0.0± 0.3 - -
- - - - 996 0.0± 0.3 - -
- - 1199 0.0± 1.0 - - - -
1244 0.0± 1.2 - - 1244 0.0± 0.3 - -
1271 2.9± 1.2 - 1270 0.7± 0.3 - -
- - - - 1306 1.2± 0.3 - -
- - 1315 3.3± 1.0 - - - -
- - - - 1334 1.5± 0.3 - -
- - - - 1366 1.5± 0.3 - -
1386 4.9± 1.2 1386 3.5± 1.0 1385 2.0± 0.3 - -
- - - - - - 1388 1.3± 0.3
- - - - 1401 2.2± 0.3 - -
- - - - 1402 2.2± 0.3 - -
- - - - 1403 2.3± 0.3 - -
- - - - 1404 2.1± 0.3 - -
- - - - 1405 2.1± 0.3 - -
- - - - 1407 2.1± 0.3 - -
- - - - 1408 2.6± 0.3 - -
- - - - 1409 2.5± 0.3 - -
- - - - 1410 2.7± 0.3 - -
- - - - 1431 2.3± 0.3 1432 1.1± 0.3
- - - - 1446 2.6± 0.3 - -
- - - - 1460 3.0± 0.3 - -
1490 7.6± 1.2 - - - - - -
- - - - - - 1501 1.7± 0.3
- - - - - - 1515 2.3± 0.3
1518 8.3± 1.2 1518 6.1± 1.0 - - - -
1518 9.6± 1.2 1518 6.2± 1.0 1517 2.8± 0.3 - -
- - - - 1525 2.7± 0.3 - -
- - - - - - 1584 2.6± 0.3
- - - - 1587 3.0± 0.3 - -
1596 10.2± 1.2 1596 5.6± 1.0 1595 4.5± 0.3 1594 2.2± 0.3
1637 15.5± 1.3 1637 8.7± 1.0 1636 5.3± 0.3 - -
1661 15.5± 1.3 1661 9.2± 1.0 - - 1662 2.5± 0.3
- - - - 1663 5.0± 0.3 1663 2.9± 0.3
- - - - 1747 6.0± 0.4 - -
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1.4 GHz 2.4 GHz 4.8 GHz 8.6 GHz
Day Flux Density Day Flux Density Day Flux Density Day Flux Density
(mJy) (mJy) (mJy) (mJy)
- - - - 1787 7.4± 0.4 1787 3.9± 0.3
1789 20.6± 1.4 1789 10.7± 1.1 - - - -
1850 24.8± 1.4 1850 13.1± 1.1 - - - -
- - - - 1852 8.2± 0.4 1852 4.4± 0.3
1879 24.0± 1.4 1879 15.0± 1.1 1878 7.1± 0.4 1878 4.1± 0.3
- - - - 1948 8.3± 0.4 1948 4.7± 0.3
1970 27.5± 1.5 1970 18.0± 1.1 1970 9.1± 0.4 1970 4.9± 0.4
- - - - 1986 8.4± 0.4 1986 4.6± 0.3
- - - - 2003 8.7± 0.4 2003 5.1± 0.4
2068 33.2± 1.6 2068 19.0± 1.2 2067 9.4± 0.5 2068 5.5± 0.4
- - - - 2092 9.9± 0.5 2092 5.9± 0.4
- - - - 2143 8.6± 0.4 2142 5.4± 0.4
- - - - 2196 9.1± 0.4 2196 4.2± 0.3
- - - - 2262 10.9± 0.5 2262 6.0± 0.4
- - - - 2300 11.5± 0.5 2300 7.1± 0.4
- - - - 2300 11.6± 0.5 2300 5.8± 0.4
2314 38.9± 1.7 2314 23.3± 1.2 - - 2314 6.9± 0.4
- - - - - - 2321 6.9± 0.4
- - - - 2375 10.8± 0.5 2375 5.4± 0.4
- - - - 2404 12.4± 0.6 2404 7.1± 0.4
- - - - - - 2426 7.7± 0.5
- - - - 2463 12.8± 0.6 2463 6.5± 0.4
2505 43.2± 1.8 2505 25.9± 1.3 - - - -
- - - - 2511 12.0± 0.5 - -
2549 43.8± 1.8 2549 26.6± 1.3 - - 2550 7.5± 0.5
- - - - 2572 14.0± 0.6 2572 5.9± 0.4
- - - - 2580 13.6± 0.6 2580 6.9± 0.4
- - - - 2580 13.1± 0.6 2580 6.5± 0.4
- - - - 2628 13.5± 0.6 2628 9.0± 0.5
- - - - 2628 14.1± 0.6 2628 7.8± 0.5
- - - - 2648 12.9± 0.6 2648 6.1± 0.4
2681 46.2± 1.8 2681 28.4± 1.3 - - - -
- - - - 2754 13.6± 0.6 2754 5.4± 0.4
- - - - 2755 14.2± 0.6 2755 6.3± 0.4
2774 48.6± 1.9 2774 30.4± 1.4 2774 14.1± 0.6 - -
2775 49.3± 1.9 2775 29.9± 1.3 2775 14.6± 0.6 2775 9.2± 0.5
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1.4 GHz 2.4 GHz 4.8 GHz 8.6 GHz
Day Flux Density Day Flux Density Day Flux Density Day Flux Density
(mJy) (mJy) (mJy) (mJy)
- - 2827 28.4± 1.3 2827 14.5± 0.6 2827 9.8± 0.6
2858 50.9± 1.9 2858 29.3± 1.3 - - - -
2874 48.4± 1.9 2874 25.2± 1.3 - - - -
2919 53.8± 2.0 2919 33.1± 1.4 2919 16.5± 0.7 2919 9.4± 0.5
2919 51.4± 2.0 2919 34.2± 1.4 2919 16.1± 0.7 2919 11.3± 0.6
2976 55.0± 2.0 2976 33.6± 1.4 2976 15.3± 0.7 2976 9.1± 0.5
2976 48.4± 1.9 2976 32.5± 1.4 2976 16.5± 0.7 2976 8.3± 0.5
3001 56.2± 2.1 3002 33.1± 1.4 3001 15.1± 0.7 3001 6.6± 0.4
3002 48.8± 1.9 3073 34.6± 1.4 3002 16.8± 0.7 3002 9.2± 0.5
3073 57.2± 2.1 3140 36.6± 1.5 3073 17.8± 0.8 3073 10.4± 0.6
- - - - - - 3074 11.4± 0.6
- - - - - - 3111 10.2± 0.6
3177 59.1± 2.1 3177 35.9± 1.5 3177 16.9± 0.7 3177 9.8± 0.6
3203 64.2± 2.3 3203 39.2± 1.5 3203 20.2± 0.9 3203 12.6± 0.7
3278 66.2± 2.3 3278 41.6± 1.6 3278 21.6± 0.9 3278 12.1± 0.7
3326 67.1± 2.3 3326 41.4± 1.6 3326 20.7± 0.9 3326 11.7± 0.6
3415 71.8± 2.5 3415 44.1± 1.7 3415 21.3± 0.9 3415 11.5± 0.6
- - - - - - 3437 15.7± 0.8
3456 71.8± 2.5 3456 44.8± 1.7 3456 23.1± 1.0 3456 14.2± 0.8
- - - - - - 3486 16.1± 0.8
- - - - - - 3512 16.5± 0.9
3515 73.3± 2.5 3515 45.8± 1.7 3515 24.8± 1.0 3515 14.6± 0.8
3579 77.5± 2.6 3579 48.5± 1.8 3579 25.4± 1.1 3579 15.5± 0.8
3633 79.1± 2.7 3633 48.0± 1.8 3633 25.1± 1.0 3633 14.9± 0.8
3679 79.6± 2.7 3679 49.4± 1.8 3679 24.5± 1.0 3679 16.3± 0.9
3714 79.3± 2.7 3714 50.1± 1.8 3714 24.5± 1.0 3714 15.9± 0.8
3745 84.4± 2.8 3745 48.5± 1.8 3745 27.0± 1.1 3745 16.3± 0.9
3772 81.9± 2.7 3772 49.9± 1.8 3772 27.1± 1.1 3772 17.9± 0.9
3834 84.2± 2.8 3834 50.1± 1.8 3834 26.5± 1.1 3834 17.7± 0.9
3900 86.0± 2.9 3900 52.6± 1.9 3900 29.2± 1.2 3900 17.1± 0.9
3945 88.1± 2.9 3945 52.2± 1.9 3945 29.8± 1.2 3945 17.9± 0.9
3987 93.8± 3.1 3987 52.4± 1.9 3987 31.9± 1.3 3987 18.9± 1.0
4015 89.3± 2.9 4015 55.3± 1.9 4015 30.2± 1.2 4015 19.4± 1.0
4059 87.7± 2.9 4059 58.3± 2.0 - - - -
4101 96.7± 3.1 4101 58.3± 2.0 4101 32.0± 1.3 4101 19.6± 1.0
4170 99.6± 3.2 4170 61.4± 2.1 - - - -
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1.4 GHz 2.4 GHz 4.8 GHz 8.6 GHz
Day Flux Density Day Flux Density Day Flux Density Day Flux Density
(mJy) (mJy) (mJy) (mJy)
4223 97.5± 3.2 4223 59.2± 2.0 4223 32.0± 1.3 4223 19.1± 1.0
4291 104.5± 3.4 4291 64.7± 2.2 4291 35.3± 1.4 4291 21.0± 1.1
4373 108.3± 3.5 4373 62.3± 2.1 - - 4373 21.2± 1.1
4424 107.4± 3.4 4424 67.1± 2.3 4424 34.1± 1.4 4424 24.9± 1.3
4461 113.2± 3.6 4461 68.9± 2.3 4461 38.6± 1.6 4461 25.5± 1.3
4540 112.6± 3.6 4540 75.5± 2.5 4540 37.6± 1.5 4540 25.0± 1.3
4572 116.1± 3.7 4572 69.5± 2.3 4572 39.6± 1.6 4572 24.4± 1.3
4685 121.2± 3.8 4685 75.2± 2.5 4685 40.1± 1.6 4685 26.7± 1.4
4729 121.4± 3.8 4729 74.2± 2.4 4729 43.7± 1.8 4729 28.1± 1.4
4768 131.3± 4.1 4768 77.1± 2.5 4768 42.7± 1.7 4768 25.7± 1.3
4800 124.9± 3.9 4800 77.4± 2.5 4800 39.7± 1.6 4800 24.8± 1.3
4838 126.4± 4.0 4838 83.8± 2.7 4838 43.6± 1.8 4838 31.5± 1.6
4851 128.7± 4.0 4851 77.8± 2.5 4851 45.5± 1.8 4851 27.9± 1.4
4871 127.0± 4.0 4871 77.9± 2.5 4871 47.2± 1.9 4871 29.9± 1.5
4937 133.4± 4.2 4937 81.0± 2.6 4937 48.1± 1.9 4937 30.2± 1.5
4997 136.9± 4.3 4997 83.6± 2.7 4997 43.5± 1.8 4997 27.5± 1.4
5025 135.0± 4.2 5025 83.0± 2.7 5025 47.7± 1.9 5025 31.9± 1.6
5050 135.9± 4.3 5050 86.2± 2.8 5050 46.4± 1.9 5050 31.9± 1.6
5093 143.4± 4.5 5093 86.6± 2.8 5093 49.9± 2.0 5093 36.0± 1.8
5128 139.6± 4.4 5128 83.5± 2.7 5128 48.8± 2.0 5128 30.3± 1.5
5160 144.7± 4.5 5160 88.7± 2.8 5160 50.7± 2.0 5160 29.6± 1.5
5293 153.3± 4.8 5293 95.9± 3.1 5293 53.1± 2.1 5293 31.7± 1.6
5369 155.1± 4.8 5369 98.5± 3.1 5369 56.4± 2.3 5369 36.9± 1.9
5401 154.9± 4.8 5401 96.0± 3.1 5401 54.6± 2.2 5401 34.2± 1.7
5460 160.8± 5.0 5460 98.1± 3.1 5524 60.2± 2.4 5524 39.3± 2.0
5524 166.9± 5.2 5524 103.0± 3.3 5546 62.6± 2.5 5546 41.4± 2.1
5546 166.4± 5.1 5546 100.2± 3.2 5574 62.7± 2.5 5574 42.7± 2.2
5574 175.5± 5.4 5574 103.8± 3.3 5668 57.1± 2.3 5668 48.8± 2.5
5729 179.7± 5.5 5729 109.7± 3.4 5729 65.6± 2.6 5729 41.3± 2.1
- - 5774 112.0± 3.5 - - 5774 48.6± 2.4
5798 176.3± 5.4 5798 114.8± 3.6 5798 62.3± 2.5 5798 41.4± 2.1
5851 184.0± 5.7 5851 120.0± 3.7 5851 66.5± 2.7 5851 49.3± 2.5
5930 190.5± 5.8 5930 124.7± 3.9 5930 68.1± 2.7 5930 44.2± 2.2
5970 195.0± 6.0 5970 115.5± 3.6 - - - -
5980 197.0± 6.0 - - - - - -
6005 203.2± 6.2 6005 130.7± 4.1 6005 76.0± 3.1 6005 48.9± 2.5
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1.4 GHz 2.4 GHz 4.8 GHz 8.6 GHz
Day Flux Density Day Flux Density Day Flux Density Day Flux Density
(mJy) (mJy) (mJy) (mJy)
6139 206.5± 6.3 6139 133.9± 4.1 6139 82.4± 3.3 6139 54.0± 2.7
6172 208.7± 6.4 6172 132.9± 4.1 - - - -
6199 208.5± 6.4 6199 136.2± 4.2 6199 73.4± 3.0 6199 49.6± 2.5
6244 217.4± 6.6 6244 139.1± 4.3 6244 76.8± 3.1 6244 54.9± 2.8
6283 213.0± 6.5 6283 138.5± 4.3 6283 83.7± 3.4 6283 52.4± 2.6
6355 224.9± 6.9 6355 148.6± 4.6 6355 86.8± 3.5 6355 54.3± 2.7
6461 235.0± 7.2 6461 154.4± 4.7 6461 78.9± 3.2 6461 52.9± 2.7
6494 242.8± 7.4 6494 160.0± 4.9 6494 96.3± 3.9 6494 56.4± 2.8
6526 237.0± 7.2 6526 160.4± 4.9 6526 89.8± 3.6 6526 65.8± 3.3
6603 252.6± 7.7 6603 165.4± 5.1 6603 102.0± 4.1 6603 62.6± 3.1
6627 251.5± 7.6 6627 165.7± 5.1 6627 91.5± 3.7 6627 63.9± 3.2
6690 251.5± 7.6 6690 171.0± 5.2 6690 100.9± 4.0 6690 62.5± 3.1
6770 258.6± 7.9 6770 175.7± 5.4 6770 104.6± 4.2 6770 66.9± 3.4
6836 264.5± 8.0 6836 178.1± 5.4 6836 107.8± 4.3 6836 68.0± 3.4
6889 272.5± 8.3 6889 184.8± 5.6 6889 111.7± 4.5 6889 72.1± 3.6
6967 276.4± 8.4 6967 190.3± 5.8 6967 121.0± 4.9 6967 79.9± 4.0
6989 281.3± 8.5 6989 179.7± 5.5 6989 118.1± 4.7 6989 81.8± 4.1
7039 294.9± 8.9 7039 196.0± 6.0 7039 118.8± 4.8 7039 78.1± 3.9
7084 287.1± 8.7 7084 194.7± 5.9 7084 123.1± 4.9 7084 78.3± 3.9
7202 312.8± 9.5 7202 216.8± 6.6 7202 124.1± 5.0 7202 85.6± 4.3
7231 304.4± 9.2 7231 206.2± 6.3 7231 130.4± 5.2 7231 83.9± 4.2
7283 285.2± 8.6 7283 198.9± 6.1 7283 122.5± 4.9 - -
7297 315.2± 9.5 7297 213.0± 6.5 7297 136.8± 5.5 7297 90.1± 4.5
7370 332.4± 10.0 7370 218.9± 6.6 7371 126.6± 5.1 7371 86.4± 4.3
7437 342.5± 10.3 7437 229.5± 7.0 7437 140.4± 5.6 7437 92.3± 4.6
7486 339.7± 10.3 7486 227.3± 6.9 7486 146.6± 5.9 7486 94.4± 4.7
7558 355.8± 10.7 7558 244.3± 7.4 7558 137.9± 5.5 7558 105.3± 5.3
7580 348.3± 10.5 7580 237.8± 7.2 7580 147.9± 5.9 7580 93.7± 4.7
7622 361.0± 10.9 7622 239.5± 7.3 7622 154.3± 6.2 7622 97.7± 4.9
7692 371.0± 10.5 7692 216.8± 7.4 7692 159.4± 6.4 7692 98.6± 4.9
7730 379.2± 11.4 7730 259.5± 7.9 7730 165.5± 6.6 7730 107.5± 5.4
7802 385.8± 11.6 7802 269.1± 8.1 7802 157.6± 6.3 7802 106.7± 5.3
7847 389.9± 11.8 7847 268.9± 8.1 7847 167.9± 6.7 7847 106.9± 5.4
7901 414.3± 12.5 7901 279.7± 8.5 7900 173.6± 7.0 7900 111.8± 5.6
7932 414.6± 12.5 7932 283.8± 8.6 7932 177.9± 7.1 7932 113.0± 5.7
7991 421.6± 12.7 7991 283.6± 8.6 7991 178.0± 7.1 7991 116.8± 5.9
8014 421.5± 12.7 8014 298.9± 9.0 8014 178.2± 7.1 8014 119.6± 6.0
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Table 2: Flux density exponential tting parameters for ATCA and MOST
1
data,
from Day 5000.
ν S0 ∆ RMS
(GHz) (mJy) (day) (mJy)
8.69 30.8± 0.7 2231± 63 3.18
4.8 46.4± 0.8 2213± 45 4.20
2.4 82.8± 1.0 2417± 40 6.44
1.4 135.3± 1.1 2678± 34 6.23
0.8 207.6± 1.7 2502± 42 9.43
Note.  S(t) = S0e
(t−t0)/∆
, with t expressed in days; t0 = 5000 days; ∆ is the e-folding time.
1
MOST ux densities at 843 MHz are available from Ball et al. (2001) and the web page
http://www.physis.usyd.edu.au/sifa/Main/SN1987A.
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Table 3: Spetral index obtained by tted ux densities from all observations between
843 MHz and 8.6 GHz (α1) and from ATCA-only observations between 1.4 and 8.6
GHz (α2). Day number is approximate.
Year Day α1 α2 ∆α
1 ∆α/α2
(%)
5 1517 −0.932± 0.051 −0.885± 0.068 −0.047 5.26
6 1878 −0.994± 0.021 −0.975± 0.028 −0.019 1.96
7 2300 −1.012± 0.025 −1.033± 0.034 0.021 −2.03
8 2774 −0.923± 0.020 −0.927± 0.033 0.004 −0.46
9 3203 −0.892± 0.014 −0.895± 0.023 0.004 −0.41
10 3633 −0.928± 0.011 −0.913± 0.010 −0.015 1.66
11 4015 −0.868± 0.025 −0.838± 0.027 −0.030 3.60
12 4291 −0.892± 0.012 −0.874± 0.007 −0.018 2.06
13 4800 −0.902± 0.015 −0.891± 0.022 −0.011 1.25
14 5160 −0.864± 0.012 −0.857± 0.018 −0.007 0.84
15 5546 −0.788± 0.036 −0.747± 0.041 −0.041 5.44
16 6004 −0.797± 0.015 −0.776± 0.012 −0.020 2.61
17 6355 −0.804± 0.019 −0.774± 0.007 −0.030 3.81
18 6770 −0.795± 0.037 −0.738± 0.008 −0.057 7.71
19 7084 −0.758± 0.037 −0.702± 0.016 −0.056 7.96
1∆α = α2 − α1. Note that the errors on α1 and α2 are orrelated.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the ux densities derived from self-alibrated (solid blak
irles) and phase referened (open red diamonds) 4.8 and 8.6 GHz data, from days
6889 to 8014. Phase-only self-alibration inreases the measured ux density and
redues the rms noise in images derived from observations made during times of
poor phase stability (e.g. summer).
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Fig. 2. Images of SN1987A at 8.6 GHz, as derived from monitoring observations
taken on Day 7297 with the ATCA 6 km onguration (6A), before (top) and af-
ter (bottom) the appliation of the self-alibration proedure. Monitoring typially
involves 68 hrs of observations, rather than the full 12 hrs required for full u−v ov-
erage. While the normally alibrated image shows signiant north-south artifats
and has a total ux of 78.7 mJy, the quality of the self-alibrated image is higher
and the total ux is 90.1 mJy. The minimum ontour level is at 0 mJy beam
−1
(gray
line in the top gure), while the maximum is at 34 mJy beam
−1
(most inner red line
in the bottom gure), and the ontour lines are spaed by 4 mJy beam
−1
.
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Fig. 3. Flux densities for SN 1987A, integrated over the whole remnant. Plots
inlude data from observations at: 1.4, 2.4, 4.8 and 8.6 GHz from August 1990 to
February 2009 (ATCA) (solid blak irles); 9 GHz from January 1992 to Otober
2008 (ATCA) (open red diamonds); 843 MHz from February 1992 to Marh 2007
(MOST, Ball et al., 2001) (open green squares). The sale is linear and is the same
for all frequenies apart from an oset of 25 mJy.
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Fig. 4. Flux densities for SN 1987A. Plots inlude data from observations at:
1.4, 2.4, 4.8 and 8.6 GHz from August 1990 to February 2009 (ATCA) (solid blak
irles); 9 GHz from January 1992 to Otober 2008 (ATCA) (open red diamonds);
843 MHz from February 1992 to Marh 2007 (MOST, Ball et al., 2001) (open green
squares). Fits parameters are given in Table 2. The sale is logarithmi and is the
same for all frequenies apart from an oset of 0.1.
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Fig. 5. Inrease rate of ux densities per year, as derived from ATCA observations
at 1.4, 2.4, 4.8 and 8.6 GHz from June 1990 to February 2009. Labels on nodal
points indiate years sine supernova.
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Fig. 6. Radio spetra from Year 4 to Year 22 sine the supernova explosion at,
approximately, yearly spaed epohs.
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Fig. 7. Spetral indies as a funtion of time obtained from linear ts of ATCA
observations at 1.4, 2.4, 4.8 and 8.6 GHz (full blue irles). The spetral index t
(dashed blak line) is alulated from Day 2511 as α(t) = α0+β0× (t− t0)/∆, where
t is expressed in days (d), t0 = 5000 d and ∆ = 365 d, α0 = −0.825 ± 0.005 and
β0 = 0.018± 0.001. The blak asterisks are from the model presented in Berezhko &
Ksenofontov (2006), whih orresponds to the upstream magneti eld B1 ∼ 3 mG
and σ ∼ 3. This model predits a steepening of the spetral index over time instead
of the observed attening.
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Fig. 8. Spetral indies derived from ratios between the higher (4.8 and 8.6 GHz)
and lower (1.4 and 4.8 GHz) ATCA frequenies, are plotted as a funtion of time and
ompared to the values obtained from linear ts of radio spetra based on ATCA-only
frequenies.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of ATCA 1.4 GHz light urve (open gray irles) with models
by Berezhko & Ksenofontov. The ontinuous blak line orresponds to the model
based on the ux density data reported in Gaensler et al. (1997) from Day 918 to Day
3325, and provides theoretial preditions up to Day 4780 (Berezhko & Ksenofontov
2000). The blak asterisks are derived from the model presented in Berezhko &
Ksenofontov (2006) that orresponds to the upstream magneti eld B1 ∼ 3 mG and
σ ∼ 3. This model is alibrated on the radio data given by Manhester et al. (2002)
for Days 1970, 3834 and 5093, and provides theoretial preditions for Day 7300 and
Day 8249, whih appear to overpredit the observed ux density by a fator of almost
two.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the radio ux with X-ray, Hα and infrared uxes. Chandra
ACIS X-ray data (up to Day 7271) are from Park at al. (2007); ROSAT data (up
to Day 3950) and XMM-Newton data (Days 4712, 5156 and 5918) are from Haberl
et al. (2006); Hα ux values are from Sonneborn et al., (1998), Smith et al. (2005)
and Heng et al. (2006); Spitzer data (Days 6190 and 7137) are from Dwek et al.
(2008). The radio ux was derived after integrating the ux density in the 1-10 GHz
frequeny range. After being onverted into X-ray ux units, radio ux values have
been multiplied by a fator of 2.7× 107 to math the sale of ROSAT data.
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Fig. 11. Normalized ratio of the radio ux to the soft and hard X-ray, Hα and IR
uxes. For data referenes see Figure 10.
